Tailor sessions for your needs with
Newsela Professional Learning
We've outlined session topics for schools and districts to choose from and tailor for your needs.
Grouped by five instructional pathways, you can use this as a guide to find the right fit based on
your goals, audience, and setting. Click on each pathway to see details about sessions available.

1

Getting Started with Implementation
Help your educators get off to the right start with their Newsela licenses. Sessions include:

Discovering Newsela
Newsela and Your LMS

2

Advancing Instructional Approaches
Connect your Newsela resources to the instructional approaches that matter most to your teams.
Sessions include:

Guiding Inquiry
Supporting Student Engagement
Analyzing Student Activity
Differentiating Instruction
Building Background Knowledge

3
2

4

Cross-Curricular Literacy
Addressing Academic Gaps with Intentional Scaffolds*
English Learners: Building Language Skills with
Newsela*
Creating Meaningful Learning Tasks with Newsela*

Expanding Culturally Responsive Practice
Build comfort and capacity around culturally responsive content and teaching practices. Sessions
include:

Culturally Responsive Teaching
Tackling Complex Topics
Social Justice in Your Classroom

LGBTQIA+ Studies
Social-Emotional Learning

Aligning to Subject Area Skills and Standards
Support your departments in leveraging Newsela in service of their subject-area frameworks.
Sessions include:

Reading Skills to Reteach
Vocabulary Development
Rethinking History

5

Hybrid Instruction
Analyzing Student Activity

Integrating Science and Literacy
Implementing Your Custom Collections

Growing Your Internal Capacity to Support Newsela
Identify your content specialists, coaches, and teacher leaders who can serve as internal Newsela
experts over time. Options include:

Short Cycle 1:1 Virtual Coaching*
Half Year 1:1 Virtual Coaching*

Full Year 1:1 Virtual Coaching*

*Offered in partnership with Better Lesson. Reach out to your Customer Success Manager to schedule.

Getting Started with Implementation
Help your educators get off to a great start with their Newsela licenses.
Session

Discovering
Newsela
See sample agenda

Newsela and Your
LMS
See sample agenda (Google)
See sample agenda (Canvas)

Hybrid Instruction
See sample agenda

Analyzing Student
Activity
See sample agenda

Description

Format Options

Models

Educators need accessible resources that reflect
students' interests and experiences and help
them to better understand the world around
them. Newsela provides classrooms with highquality, accessible content paired with
interactive tools to help drive student
engagement.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

New users
Train-the-trainer

Effectively integrating existing technologies is
critical to educator efficiency and a cohesive
student experience. Newsela can be leveraged
seamlessly with your learning management
system, like Google Classroom and Canvas, to
build meaningful learning activities for students.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

New users

Current educational structures and materials
must support instruction and student
engagement across hybrid learning
environments. Newsela connects classrooms to
content and teaching resources to flexibly
support teaching and learning in and outside of
the classroom.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

New users
Train-the-trainer

Formative feedback guides student learning and
is most effective when delivered in a timely and
targeted manner. Newsela surfaces actionable
insights of student performance to inform
instruction and foster student agency.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

New users
Train-the-trainer

*Limited availability

Advancing Instructional Approaches
Connect your Newsela resources to the instructional approaches that matter most to your teams.
Session

Guiding Inquiry
See sample agenda

Supporting
Student
Engagement
See sample agenda

Analyzing Student
Activity
See sample agenda

Differentiating
Instruction
See sample agenda

Building
Background
Knowledge
See sample agenda

Cross-Curricular
Literacy
See sample agenda

Description

Format Options

Models

Inquiry-based learning promotes student
engagement and development of critical
thinking skills. Newsela enables teachers to
facilitate multiple models of student-driven
exploration of content and essential questions in
service of real-world application and action.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas

Learning occurs when students are engaged, and
students are more likely to engage when content
makes a real-world connection to their lives or
interests. Newsela offers texts on a range of
interests and lived experiences with features to
support student interaction and choice.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas
Train-the-trainer

Formative feedback guides student learning and
is most effective when delivered in a timely and
targeted manner. Newsela surfaces actionable
insights of student performance to inform
instruction and foster student agency.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

New users
Train-the-trainer

Teachers who differentiate build multiple means
of expression and engagement into lessons to
offer student options and promote ownership
over learning. Newsela's accessible content,
instructional supports, and interactive tools lay
the foundation for personalized lessons and
learning activities.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas
Train-the-trainer

The background knowledge a student brings to a
reading has a significant impact on their
engagement and comprehension. Newsela helps
teachers scaffold learning with leveled texts that
help students build understanding of a topic
across multiple sources.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas

Teaching literacy across the curriculum builds
comprehension, critical thinking, and
communication skills. Newsela’s wide range of
content and instructional curations allow
students to interpret and collaborate around
complex texts of varied topics and types.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas

*Limited availability

Advancing Instructional Approaches (cont'd)
Connect your Newsela resources to the instructional approaches that matter most to your teams.
Session

Description

Format Options

Models

Addressing
Academic Gaps
with Intentional
Scaffolds*

Heading into school year 21-22, students will
need support addressing learning gaps more
than ever. There are no shortcuts -- just
fundamental teaching principles in a new
context. Newsela offers powerful tools that
support educators to scaffold instruction and
provide meaningful feedback in response to
academic gaps.

Virtual synchronous

Multiple subject
areas
For coaches and
administrators

Creating
Meaningful
Learning Tasks
with Newsela*

Newsela’s features and library can unlock more
efficient and effective tracking and goal setting,
differentiation, culturally responsive teaching,
and so much more! Leveraging these tools
purposefully requires a lens of meaningful and
authentic technology integration - from the
rollout to the tasks we create.

Virtual synchronous

Multiple subject
areas
Available for
either a teacher
or a leader
audience

English Learners:
Building
Language Skills
with Newsela*

During this session, participants will gain a
deeper understanding of the language needs of
English Learners (ELs) through the exploration
of the WIDA English Language Development
Standards and resources. After considering the
needs of ELs, participants will map scaffolds
and supports from Newsela to specific language
needs of students. In a collaborative space,
participants will develop an instructional plan
using a Newsela article and features to take
with them into the classroom.

Virtual synchronous

Multiple subject
areas
Available for
either a teacher
or a leader
audience

*Offered in partnership with Better Lesson. Reach out to your Customer Success Manager to schedule.

Expanding Culturally Responsive Practice
Build comfort and capacity around culturally responsive content and teaching practices.
Session

Culturally
Responsive
Teaching
See sample agenda

Tackling
Complex
Topics
See sample agenda

Social Justice in
Your Classroom
See sample agenda

LGBTQIA+ Studies
See sample agenda

Social-Emotional
Learning
See sample agenda

Description

Format Options

Models

Culturally relevant pedagogy is supported by
instructional resources that unpack and discuss
ways to examine identities. Newsela connects
educators to content that supports
understanding, engagement, and reflection on
their personal identity and the identity of others.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas
Train-the-trainer

Discussing complex topics in the classroom helps
students work across lines of difference to foster
learning and develop advocacy skills for
themselves and others. Newsela’s real-world
content can be used to support teachers in their
efforts to foster critical conversations around
complex topics.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subjects:
ELA and Social
Studies

Classrooms with a social justice orientation
value learners' contributions and encourage
them to question their learning materials and
environments. Newsela connects students to
real-world problems and traditionally
marginalized narratives to support the
consideration and critique of ideas, issues, and
injustices in their worlds and school community.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas

Inclusive curriculum includes representation of
LGBTQIA+ people and their cultural
contributions. The Newsela LGBTQIA+ Studies
collection provides content and instructional
resources that explore the history and topics
associated with the LGBTQIA+ community
throughout the past 100 years.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subjects:
ELA and Social
Studies
LGBTQIA+ Studies
(requires
LGBTQIA+ Studies
license)
Social-Emotional
Learning
(requires Newsela
SEL Collection
license)

Emotions and relationships impact how and
what we learn, as well as how we apply that
learning. The Newsela Social-Emotional
Learning Collection empowers teachers to
incorporate SEL topics and strategies into their
core instruction with real-world texts and
embedded teaching resources grounded in AntiBias Anti-Racist practices.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Multiple subject
areas
LGBTQIA+
Studies
(requires
LGBTQIA+
Studies license)
SocialEmotional
Learning
(requires
Newsela SEL
Collection
license)

*Limited availability

Aligning to Subject Area Skills and Standards
Support your departments in leveraging Newsela in service of their subject-area frameworks.
Session

Reading Skills to
Reteach
See sample agenda

Vocabulary
Development
See sample agenda

Rethinking History
See sample agenda

Integrating
Science and
Literacy
See sample agenda

Implementing Your
Custom
Collections
See sample agenda

Description

Format Options

Models

Revisiting skills and standards across varied
learning activities helps students reencounter
strategies and expand their understanding.
Newsela provides curated content and
differentiated activities to engage students in
reviewing essential reading skills.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subject: ELA
Train-the-trainer

Word awareness and language development are
most effective when vocabulary is taught in
context. Newsela supports vocabulary
instruction with content and features that
scaffold unknown words, foster vocabulary
practice, and support language engagement.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subject: ELA
Train-the-trainer

Meaningful social studies instruction emphasizes
critical inquiry, perspective-taking, and an
understanding of enduring issues. Newsela
inspires students to make real-world
connections through discussion and analysis of
diverse sources.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subject:
Social Studies

Literacy plays an authentic role in scientists'
work as they consult research, communicate
findings, and engage in discourse. Newsela
makes it easy for teachers to target ELA and
scientific practices by incorporating diverse
sources of information for students to evaluate
and incorporate into their evidence-based
arguments.

Virtual synchronous
Asynchronous

Specific subject:
Science

Curricular materials should serve your
instructional priorities and students. Newsela
Custom Collections align with districts' unique
instructional goals, with curated, differentiated
content, and customized lesson resources to
support planning and implementation.

In-person*
Virtual synchronous

Multiple subject
areas

*Limited availability

Growing Your Internal Capacity to Support Newsela
Identify your content specialists, coaches, and teacher leaders who can serve as internal
Newsela experts over time.
Session

30-minute 1:1
Virtual Coaching
Sessions,
Biweekly via
Zoom*

Description
Personalized, growth-oriented support from
expert coaches to build and sustain skills
through the Try-Measure-Learn method.
Supports authentic, differentiated, and
rigorous literacy instruction in all subject
areas. Builds internal capacity to become a
Newsela expert who can support all teachers.

Format Options
Short cycle (3
coaching
sessions)
Half school year
(5 months: Nine
Coaching
sessions)
Full school year
(10 months:
Eighteen
Coaching
sessions)

*Offered in partnership with Better Lesson. Reach out to your Customer Success Manager to schedule.

Models
Coaching for
teacher leaders
Coaching for
coaches and
content
specialists
Coaching for
school and
district
administrators

